
GZi3tech 
HOME LIGHTING 

GZBtech Outdoor Pendant Light Assembly Instruction 
For model: GZB-ELEL-PEOS 

Thank you for purchasing our outdoor pendant light fixture for your house decoration. 
We advise keeping the original packaging one month just in case of any return requirement. 

WARM CAUTION 心
1. Before starting 1nstallat1on or replacement, please do remember to disconnect the 

power by turning off the circuit breaker or removing 出e fuse at the fuse box. 
2. Read 如 user manual carefully before starting installing or replacing. Always switch 

off如 supply before removing shades/ covers, changing light bulb or cleaning. 
3. Take care of fragile glass components and keep tiny installing parts in good place to 

avoid fracture or loss. 
4. Any electrical questions or worries, don't hesitate to consult a qualified electrician 

f or assistance. 
5. If you have any questions about this fixture, just feel free to send us messages through 

your order record, we will get back to you within 24 hours 

PRODUCT MAINTANCE& 

1. To clean the outside, use a dry or slightly dampened clean cloth (use clean water, 
never a solvent) to wipe the glass and surface. 

2. To clean the inside, at fi江st disconnect power to the fixture, then use a dry or slightly 
dampened clean cloth (use clean water, never a solvent) to wipe the inside glass and 
interior surface of the fixture. 

3. Do not use any cleaners with chemicals, solvents or harsh abrasives. Use only a dry 
soft cloth to dust or wipe carefully. 

PRODUCT MAINTANCE 

丫2XMounting Screws 



Installation Steps : 
Before assembly, check all the components and parts are included 
and read instruction carefully. 

1. SHUT OFF THE POWER 
Shut off the power switch, also shut off the power at 如
breaker panel or fuse box. Use a voltage tester to confirm BRACKET 

the fixture is not electrical energized. 

2. CONNECT WIRES 
CD Attach the supply black hot wire to the fixture black 

hot wire by using a wire connector. 
CZ) Attach 如 supply white neutral wire to the fixture white 

neutral wire by using another wire connector. 
@ Loop the supply copper ground wire around the ground 

screw on mounting bracket. Then, tighten the ground 
screw. 

@ Connect the supply copper ground wire to the fixture 
copper ground wire using the third wire connector and 
place all wires carefully inside the outlet box. 

Note: If you have electrical questions, consult your local electrician 
for approved wiring methods. 

3. MOUNT THE BRACKET 
Use the bracket to cover all the wires fully then use the mounting clips to fix the 
bracket to the ceiling tightly. 

4. HANG THE LIGHT FIXTURE 
Lock the light fixture with the pendant chain and then hook the chain to the bracket. 

5. ASSEMBLE THE BULB 
Screw and ftx 出e Max. 60watts light bulb(not included) onto 如 socket of 出e ftxture's 
top cover. 

6. INSTALL THE GLASS 
Screw the frame with frosted glass body into the top cover carefully, gently, 
and tightly. Then installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit 
breaker or fuse box. Turn the light switch on to activate the fixture. 
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